Abstract. We investigate the finite support product of forcing notions related to destructible gaps, and prove the existence of a large set of independent destructible gaps under 0.
Introduction and Notation

Introduction
An COl-tree can be considered as a forcing notion adding an uncountable chain. A Suslin tree is a ccc and col-Baire forcing notion (a Suslin algebra). In [8] , Kurepa showed that the two-product of one Suslin tree does not have the countable chain condition: This can be proved by the product lemma for forcings and the fact on ccc-forcings because a Suslin tree as a forcing notion adds an uncountable chain and then (if it is normal, i.e. any node has at least two incomparable extensions) it also has an uncountable antichain. But under 0, for any Suslin tree, we can find another Suslin tree such that the product of these Suslin trees is also cec. In fact, under 0, we have several variations of families of Suslin trees ( [1] ).
In this paper, we deal with destructible gaps. A destructible gap is an (COl, COl )-gap which can be destroyed by a forcing extension preserving cardinals.
A destructible gap has a characterization similar to a Suslin tree ( [2] ). A Suslin tree is an COl-tree having no uncountable chains and antichains. On the other hand, for an (C01,cot}-pregap (d,f!.I) = (aa,hajIXEC01) with the set aanha empty
Then by the characterization due to Kunen and Todorcevic, we notice that an (CUI, CUj )-pregap is a destructible gap iff it has no uncountable pairwise compatible and incompatible subsets of CUI. ('iRe must notice that from results of Farah and Hirschom [4, 5] , the existence of a destructible gap is independent with the existence of a Suslin tree.) One of differences from an cuI-tree is that any (CUI,cuJ)-pregap have never had an uncountable chain and antichain at the same time. We have forcing notions related to an (CUI, cur)-pregap. DEFINITION 1.1 [E.g. [3, 7, 10, 11] We note that destructible gaps added by finite approximations are independent, and if K many Cohen reals are added, then in the extension there is an independent family of K many destructible gaps (by the similar argument due to Todorcevic). So by a book-keeping argument of the ccc-forcings, for any (finite or infinite) cardinal K, it is consistent with ZFC that there exists a maximal independent family of destructible gaps of size K.
If ° holds, the size of maximal independent families of Suslin trees are quite large. In [13] and [14] , Zakrzewski has proved that there exists a family of Suslin trees of size 2l'1 t whose finite support product is also ccc and for any family of Suslin trees of size ~1, if the product of members of this family with finite support is also ccc, then it is not maximal with respect to this property. These theorems are also true for destructible gaps. That is, We note that an (a, a)-pregap <aI;, b<;j ~ E ex) can be considered a function f from ex x W into 3 such that for each Y E ex, ay = {k E w;j(y, k) = O} and by = {k E w;j(y, k) = I}.
In other words, a function f codes an (ex, ex )-pregap.
Consequences from 0
Under 0, there is an independent family of destructible gaps of size 2~1. The following proof is a modification of the proof in [13] . 
A pair <O,n) can be recovered from a pair «Xj;iEn),<Elj;iEn» by this manner. We note that if ex and {3 are limit ordinals in COl + 1 with ex < {3, Os;: ex, 0' s;: {3, n E CO, and <O,n) and <O',n) code «Xi; 
then a(i)U't"(i) is a condition in IF«axlty,bxitY)YECX) and for
any e E aU), By the property 1, the construction at successor stages are trivial. Assume that IX is a limit ordinal and satisfies the assumption of the property 2 for an n E ()) and say <O!,n) codes a sequence <Xii i E n) of functions in 2 CX and a sequence <!!tiiiEn). Let <J1.hihE())) enumerate conditions in I1iEn!!ti«axlty,bxitY)YEcx) and let lcx := {i E nj!!ti = f/}. For all X E 2 CX \ {Xii i En}, we simply take f t{x} x ()), such that axnbx = 0, both ())\(axUbx), ax\axtY and bx\bxtY are infinite, and axtl' f;;* ax and bxtY f;;* bx for every y E IX. We construct f t ({Xii i En} x ())) which satisfies the property 2 as follows.
By recursion on k E ()), we will construct <cL i E n) E IX n and Ik E ()) such that · It < lk+l for every k E ()),
• for each i E n, the sequence < eL k E ())) is cofina! in IX, and
and bx1tCL \lk-l f;; bXitCI' for every i E nand k E ()).
Assume that we have already constructed Ck and Ih for all h E k and i E n. Let 
{«HJ,KJjiEn),'t"j)ijENk}
We should note that 11J doesn't belong to aii) in this case, because Vj(i) and {11j} are incompatible in F( <ax;ty, bX;tY)YEex).) We must notice in the construction <11J; i E n) that for each j E Nk and
• for each i E lex, and • for each i E n\Iex, aii) U'tj(i) E F( <axity, bXifY)YEex) and for every ~ E aj(i), (ax;te n (bx1f1fJ\eJ» U ((axi f1fJ\eJ) n bx;fe) =1= 0, therefore By the property 1 again, we take a large enough ordinal (i E IX such that To show the following theorem, we prove that for any independent family r of ~l many destructible gaps, using <>, we find a gap which is independent from r. The following proof is also similar to the proof in [14] . and • if !!(j is ff, then for some (any) C; E Drt. and for any (E aU), (a~;(i) n (b~\l)) U ((a~\l) n b~e(i)) -:f= 0.
By a similar argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can see that f decoded a destructible gap which is independent from r. 
